HCS-30 / Optional Accessories

# 19520 Manual Valve Package
Eliminates quick coupled hose changes between nut runner and torquing cylinder.

# 980 Low Torque Monitor
Attaches to nut runner to read very low torques accurately.

# 19516 Telescopic Drip Pans
Provides drip pan between bench and extended headstock.

# 906-25 Universal Ball Joint Chuck Adapter
Used to mount piston rods terminating in a female ball joint to the servicer T-slot chuck.

# 908/#907-25 Blank Chuck Adapters
For mounting fork lift and other cylinder flanges to servicer headstocks.

#909 V-Block Chuck Wings
For mounting cylinders in servicer chucks when the cylinder or rod does not have a pin bushing.

Square Drive Socket Adapters
Adapters provide the means of attaching conventional sockets to the headstock chucks.
(Available in ¾", 1", 1 ½", and 2 ½")

#965 Extra Large Universal Wrench
Extra large Universal High Torque Wrench attaches to hex piston retaining nuts requiring 25,000 ft. lbs. or torque or less. Fits nuts 4” to 6 1/2” across flats.

#918 Off-Set Chuck Wings
For mounting wide cylinder eyes to servicer headstock chuck